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Questions

What are the relations between living 
environment and eco-awareness when
it comes to water issue?

How can designers take advantage of it?

In terms of sustainable design, what 
are some innovative approaches 
graphic designers can seek? 

How can visual communication 
cooperate with architectural design?



How does it fi t within existing   
art + design knowledge?
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Existing local campaigns on water issue



Learn if disconnecting
your downspout is a
good option for your
home. 

www.cityofchicago.org
or call 311

Rainwater
doesn’t have to
be sewer water.

Disconnect your 
downspout and let the 
rain sink into the ground.

City of Chicago
Richard M. Daley, Mayor



Repair or replace leaky faucets. 
The average leaky faucet wastes at 

least 5 gallons of water per day.

Shut off water when shaving or 
brushing teeth. This can save 

hundreds of gallons per month.

Save more water by installing 
water-efficient faucets and 

shower heads.

Rainwater is good for your lawn and
garden. Use a rain barrel to capture

rainwater for watering your yard. 

Each action you take
makes a difference!

Find out what 
you can do.

www.cityofchicago.org

or call 311

City of Chicago
Richard M. Daley,
Mayor

To protect Lake Michigan, we need to 
use water wisely and plan for the future.

Dispose of motor oil
and chemicals properly
by dropping them off
during household 
hazardous waste 
collection days.

www.cityofchicago.org
or call 311

It all ends up
somewhere.
Motor oil and chemicals that are poured down 
the drain or onto the street get washed into 

our sewers. These chemicals
pollute our waterways.

City of Chicago
Richard M. Daley, Mayor
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Evidence + Methods

Existing local campaigns on water issue

Interviews from around urban Chicago

Visual communication theory
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Quota Sampling

Self-documentation

Observation



About You: Tell me about where you live 

Take pictures of your neighborhood’s surroundings and green area. 
Describe each of them and how are those areas used by people in the 
neighborhood? 

There are very limited green areas around my neighborhood. The major purpose 
of this small lawn is to check my mower still working. 

What do you see in the neighborhood that addresses you with any water 
problem? 
Find nothing. Maybe you can tell me. 

If there will be more facilities that assist in greenish your neighborhood, 
what would you like it to be? 
Japanese style landscapes. 
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Timeline Inward Outward 

2008 

Dec
Field note collect- Washington Park 

Jackson Park, and Sherman Park 

Initial contact with Chicago Center of Green 

Technology 

2009 

Jan

Field note collect-McKinely Park, 

Douglas Park, Central Park, Humboldt 

Park, and Palmer 

Feb Data sorting Continue counseling with the UrbanLab 

 Launch project blog 

Contact with Chicago governmental 

departments to further understand current 

policy and regulations in target area 

 Initial contact with Zoe Ryan 

Mar
Design mock-ups according to collected 

responses. 

Initial writing of the proposal for 

Chicago Water Department 

Apr
Second round interview for prove of 

former analysis. 

 May 27-29, Attend ICSDC: International 



May
Design mock-ups revise 

 May 27-29, Attend ICSDC: International 

Conference on Sustainable Design and 

Construction in Tokyo, Japan 

Continue contacting with the Chicago Water 

Department

June

July
1st version of online manual for graphic 

designers 
Aug

Sept 

Oct
Final version of online manual for 

graphic designer  

October 8–11, AIGA Design Conference in 

Memphis 

Nov Manual officially online 

Prepare materials for submission to 

publisher 



                    Budget



Budget 18516

conference participation 
registration fee 750

 ICSDC Tokyo 250

AIGA Design Conference  500

accommodation 1500
transportation 4666

 Chicago - Tokyo 3890
 Chicago - Memphis 276
 CTA fee 500

Professional Fees 10800

website development and 
maintenance

10000

 research document  800

Materials printing material (ink+paper) 800
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           Contribution

Seeking new aspects of integrated design.

Provide graphic designers with aspiration 
to work on this area more quidance.

Maximize the value of design that benefi ts 
both human and the environment most.



Thank you !




